The Woods mow'n machine

It runs circles around trees, shrubs, fence rails and the competition.

Maximum maneuverability is the key to the mow'n machine's growing popularity. Because engine power is supplied to each wheel independently, a true 360° zero radius turn can be made smoothly. The mow'n machine makes all the right moves...even in those hard-to-reach places.

Available with either a gasoline or diesel powered engine, the mow'n machine features an out-front mower deck, finger tip controls for speed, direction and braking and a comfortable, padded driver's seat. Plus, your choice of two hydrostatic drives, chain or direct transaxle.

Adding versatility to the mow'n machine is easy with these easy-on, easy-off attachments:

- Grass Vac
- Snow thrower with cab clears a 47" path
- Dozer blade clears a 48" path
- Sweeptster™ brush clears a 48" path
- Snow thrower with cab clears a 47" path
- Dozer blade clears a 48" path
- Sweeptster™ brush clears a 48" path

For more information on all of the Woods mow'n machine models and attachments, see your Wood's dealer. Or write today to Woods, Dept. LM, Oregon, Illinois 61061.